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FIELD WORK IN THE CONTROL OF THE ARGENTINE ANT

By L. J. NICKELS

In Berkeley at the present time we have two small, isolated colonies
of Argentine ants (Iridomyrmex humilis Mayr). One colony cover-
ing originally about four blocks is situated in the southern portion of
the city near Ashby Station; the other covering originally parts of two
blocks is located a short distance from the University Campus.

These colonies have been known for at least two years; no attempt
at control was made, however, other than that of the householders,
which due to their lack of cooperation, proved unavailing.

The southern territory is eovered for the most part with one-story
frame dwellings. The one nearest the University is more diversi-
fied, one fifth of the area supports brick and stucco buildings, ranging
from two to four stories in height, the remainder is covered by frame
buildings two to three stories high, also two vacant lots, the larger of
these about 150 ft. square has not been infested although ants were
nUllH'rous in three sides of it.

TIlt' situation under observation represents extremely favorable
conditions for the ant. The residents are not particularly careful in
the diRposal of their garbage and a bakery, butcher shop, and a hotel
furnish a great abundance and never-ending supply of meat scraps
and sweets.

Early in the fall of 1910 Professor Woodworth of this station (Uni-
ycrsity of California Agricultural College, Department of Entomology)
published Bulletin No. 207, "The Control of the Argentine Ant"
in which the plan was suggested for controlling the insect,-the Argen-
tine or other species, as the result of detailed studies, of using a weak
arsenical poison.
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About this time the residents of both districts appealed to the Uni-
versity and also the city authorities for help in controlling the pest
which was not only proving a great annoyance but depreciating prop-
erty values.

The work was started with an appropriation of five hundred dol-
lars by the municipality.

In the description of the actual field work I shall limit myself to the
minor terri'tory, which I personally handled.

As in any control work, such as this, the extent of the district affected
must first be determined. To do this a canva~s was made from house
to house, one block in all directions beyond the known limits of the
foragers. In order to keep an accurate record, cards three inches by
four inches were used, one for each city lot, one side being occupied
by the street on which the house is situated with the number, also a
plan of the lot, inclutling the position of the house on the premises,
considering the outer edge as ~he boundary. Ant nests, trails, trees,
shrubs and bushes we~e indicated by suitable symbols. The reverse
side was used for notes and a record of the treatment, each jar being
allotted a number. The cards for each block were placed in a small
paper folder to facilitate the handling as a unit.

The result of the preliminary examination showed the ants extremely
abundant. Three fourths of the block were occupied by lridomyrmex
humilis, the remainder by Prenolepsis imparis Say.,-the honey ant.

Practically every square yard of ground was visited by scouts or
covered by trails. This was due in part to the fact that many small
nests existed and secondly, since many of the houses are flats, there
were at least four regular sources of food; in most cases carelessness
with garbage furnished an intermittent source and this, together with
a large number of scale-bearing trees, furnish~d ample subsistence for
prosperity and rapid increase. Notwithstahding the presence of
supplies upon the ground, the ants visited the upper stories of all the
buildings. Trays brought to rooms on the fourth story of the hotel
within a very short time would be literally covered with ants. On
each floor refuse barrels were situated, which were visited constantly;
the scraps about these gave sufficient incentive for the ants to come
in a small but endless stream and so be on the lookout for all possible
sources of food.

The baker, due to the invasion, at one time found it necessary to
suspend business for a short period. The butcher found it exceedingly
difficult to keep ants from his ice chest and the like.

Conversation with the residents brought out the fact that they
had sJ;lent a good deal of time and money in driving the ants away
only to bring on fresh visits. The ground in this locality is adobe,
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the summer cracks offer a multitude of excellent nesting places, many
stonp sidewalks make disturbance of the colonies underneath impos-
sihlE', so that on the whole the block is very favorable for the success;'
of ants, and being successful proved amply that the average battle
against the ant is fought upon the wrong end of the invasion.

For those who are not familiar with the control measures suggested in
Bulletin 207, I will outline them briefly. A sponge moistened with
sugar syrup containing 1-4 to 1-8 per cent sodium arsenite (Na As 02)
is placed in a suitable container with a perforated cover. The ants
visit this receptacle and carry the syrup to the nest where it is fed to
the brood and to the queen, slowly poisoning them, shutting off the:
incrpase of the colony which ultimately means utter extinction.

The next step after examining the territory w'as to prepare the poison.
Pint screw-top jars have been found the best, easiest to handle and
least liable to injury by exposure, of the more easily obtainable recep-
tacles. The tops are prepared by breaking out the porcelain cap and
making four holes with any suitable implement. A twenty-penny
nail with its point filed flat and a round block made a very good punch-
ing outfit, One should expect to prepare about 100 jars an hour by
this method. In all we are using about 350 jars, 300 furnished by the
city and the remainder from the University stock (about 150 are
being used in the block under discussion).

During this operation the first lot of poisoned syrup was prepared,
using 20 pounds of sugar,-6 to 7 pounds of water and a fraction over
an ounce of the arsenic, this being 1-4 per cent of the total weight.
Sodium arsenite contains about 57~ per cent of arsenic so that the
above quantity falls within the established limit. It was found
necessary to heat the syrup mixture for about three hours in a water
bath. The arsenite should first be dissolved in hot water' before it
is added to the sugar solution. In 'places where cheap molasses can
be obtained, this could doubtless be used. On the Pacific Coast
granulated sugar will give the cheapest syrup. About ten pounds of
the liquid syrup to everyone hundred jars is necessary for the first
charging.

Tpn pounds of sponges cut to about one half the size of the interior
of the jar will give a sufficient number for 300. In manipulating the
sponges it is best to sharpen the cutting knife after every slice and
have them moist, This aids cutting and in the absorption of the sugar
solution. The jars can be most quicl,dy charged by first inserting the
sponge and then pouring on about one half a gill of the liquid.

In beginning the actual poison work it was thought best to start
on the most difficult situations. In the light of this the hotel was
chosen as the starting point, 50 jars were distributed, mainly about
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the kitchen and dining room. About half of these were visited inter-
mittently, only three of the numeer were visited constantly. Within
ten weeks from the start, the last of the ants disappeared from the
hotel, and, to the great satisfaction of all concerned, have not returned.
This is rather remarkable in that only about 1-4 pound of syrup was
actually consun~ed. The expense was not over $25.00. Considering
the fact that many patrons had left the hostelry because of the ants
insisting upon dining with them and occasionally evading the cook
and combining "ith the n:eal,-$25.00 IS a small expenditure and the
results extremely worth while.

As the work progressed, when it was established that jars were
not being visited, they were moved to new locations. Towards the
end of a campaign, the ants appear to be very migratory, appearing
first here and then perhaps a hundred yards away.

:For the ordinary city lot 8 to 12 jars are necessary. Rarely are
they all visited at one time, as a rule only one or two are drawn upon
tonstantly. The results, however, seem to indicate that it is only
necessary for a small per.centage of the foragers to invade a jar in order
to insure the destruction of a colony.

The lots in the block under consideration are large. Twenty-three
of these lots were infested and in every case ants are very much more
scarce than formerly and in only about one fourth of them are any ants
now present. When the work started at least 20 pantries were being
constantly visited; since the beginning of the year we have only one
record, this was the last house to be provided with jars and also the
last to receive a spring re-charging.

In handling the jars the present experience suggests that
1. Better results might be obtained outside by shifting the Jars

a yard or so about every two weeks;
2. Jars inside a house do not need to have their locations changed

frequently;
3. In damp situations or in rainy weather the jars had best be on

their sides, first to exclude moulds and, secondly, to keep out rain
water.

4. During the rainy season which probably compares with a very
humid climate a sponge will stay moist for at least three inonths;

5. In dry weather moistening the sponge with a little water will
keep them serviceable indefinitely;

6. An ordinary trail of ants will not exhaust a jar for a month or six
weeks;

7. In no case have ants survived where a constantly visited jar has
been twice emptied by the ants.

8. Where food is particularly abundant it may be advantageous to
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supply the jars with a little extra bait, maple syrup or honey, and nests
occurring in concrete sidewalks or in foundations can be stopped off
by filling the cracks or entrance with a little plaster of paris. This
has proved very effective.

I ,viIIgive you the costs of the undertaking so far, which we estimate
to be about four times as much as it will be in future work, due to the
fact that since this was the first time systematic ant extermination
has ever been attempted, it was thought wise to give the jars much
more attention than will be necessary in future work.

Supplies for five blocks $53.61
Labor at 40 cents per hour for the large territory

and 50 cents an hour for the small amounted to 199.75

Total ' .. ', ,$253.36
for six months work.

Now we will attempt to estimate what a square mile of control work
will cost. In the average San Francisco section thcre are eight blocks
to one side of the square and 17 to the other, in all giving 136 blocks
and 50miles of streets. If it were necessary to go from house to house
and enter each yard from the street in order to make a circuit of the
jars one would have to travel about 150 miles. A man can cover ten
miles of street in this way a day. Two men could cover the territory
once a week and $2,400.00 should furnish ample salary. So far we
have expended about $10.00 a block for supplies. To insure safety one
might consider $15.00 a square a safer estimate for the large territory,
this gives $2,040.00 for supplies, totaling $4,440.00. About $500.00
should be added to t,his to pay the liirc of an extra- man occasionally
and to insure against inefficiency, possible breakage, etc.

From this it will be seen that $5,000.00will pay for a year's campaign
per square mile of territory. This gives $37.40 as the cost for one
block. Most squares have fifty subdivisions, this means about 75
cents per lot per year for poisoning and ultimate extermination. In case
it be necessary to continue the work for more than one year it seems
probable that another $1,000.00 should be enough to finish the work
the second year.

For a large area like that in Oakland, Alameda, San Jose or Los
Angeles the jars could be shifted on to new territory as fast as the old is
cleaned up. Allowing a large margin of safety, subsequent sections of
land should be taken care of for $3,000.00 or 45 cents to the lot per
year.

In the small area in which the work is being done, the average expen-
diture by the residents was at least $25.00in time and money per month
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at the time the University took up the work. This shows the aston-
ishing fact that the people were spending enough money on one block
to practically exterminate the ants in 'nine when done in a systematic
manner. And yet the ants were constantly spreading notwithstanding
their efforts.

As I have said, the results so far are very satisfactory. \Ve have
established that it is possible to exterminate the Argentine ant and
to absolutely prevent its spread.

LEGISLATION IN CANADA IN REFERENCE TO INJURIOUS
INSECTS AND PLANT DISEASES

By C. GORDON HEWITT, D. Se., Dominion Entomologist, Ottawa

The Department of Agriculture of Canada is empowered by the
Destructive Insect and Pest Act of 1910 to take such action as may be
deemed necessary to prevent the introduction or spreading of injurious
insects, pests and plant diseases. All plants, with the exception of
certain classes such as greenhouse-grown plants, herbaceous peren-
nials, bulbs, etc., may be imported at certain seasons of the year only
and through certain ports as specified in the Regulations. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture has power to inspect plants liable to be infested
with certain insects and plant diseases, to destroy the same if neces-
sary or to prohibit their importation into Canada.

At six of the ports of entry (See Section 3 of the Regulations) fumi-
gation stations are established where plants from countries and states
infested or liable to be infested with the San Jose scale are fumigated
with hydrocyanic acid gas by special officers in charge.

Plants from Europe, Japan and the states of Vermont, Maine, Mas-
sachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut and Rhode Island, six of
the United States of America, are inspected by officers of the Depart-
ment for the brown-tail moth and gypsy moth. In some cases this
inspection is made at the port of entry, in other cases at the destina-
tion of the stock. In the latter case the plants may not be unpacked
except in the presence of an inspector.

It is necessary for all persons and transportation companies import-
ing or bringing plants into Canada to notify the Dominion Ento-
mologist, Ottawa, of the fact, and through the cooperation of the
Department of Customs, the custom officers at the ports of entry
,also send adviees of the arrival of shipments of plants at the various
'ports through which plants may enter.

In addition to the inspection and fumigation of imported plants, a
.number of field officers are employed in inspecting orchards and in
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